PROPERTY CRIMES:
PLEASE SELECT THE "PROPERTY CRIMES" REPORT FORM FOR ANY OF THE CRIMES DESCRIBED BELOW.

- **THEFT**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) take something from you without your permission, such as your camera, bicycle, lawn furniture, or other possessions? Is the VALUE of the Stolen Item $500 or LESS?
  
  **NOTE:** If you know who they are, or if they threatened you, used force or had a weapon when they took your possession(s), then please call SAPD at 207-7273. If the Value of the Property stolen was MORE than $500, please call 207-7273. If they entered your residence or garage to take the property, call 207-7273 and report a Burglary. If there was no threat or force, then please use the PROPERTY CRIMES Report and select THEFT as your crime.

- **THEFT OF GAS, BEER OR CIGARETTES**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) do a "gas run" or "beer run" or "cigarette run" at your gas station or convenience store? Was the value of stolen property $500 or LESS? Then please select THEFT-GAS, BEER, CIGARETTES as your crime.

- **THEFT OF SERVICE**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) request and obtain service from you, but refuse to pay? Was the Value of the Service $500 or LESS? Then please select THEFT OF SERVICE as your crime.

- **BURGLARY COIN-OP**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) break into your COIN-OPERATED MACHINE and take your money? Then please select BURGLARY COIN-OP as your crime.

- **BURGLARY VEHICLE**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) break into your VEHICLE and take your possessions? (Please call 207-7273 if a Firearm was stolen.) Then please select BURGLARY VEHICLE as your crime.

- **CRIMINAL MISCHIEF**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) DAMAGE or BREAK your property (house, fence, car, etc.)? Was the Value of the damage $500 or LESS? Then please use CRIMINAL MISCHIEF as your crime.
  
  (Please call 207-7273 if the Damage was to a Church, Cemetery, School or Utility, such as a SAWS or CPS facility).

- **GRAFFITI**: Did someone (Unknown - No suspect information) put GRAFFITI your property (house, fence, car, etc.)? Was the Value of the damage $500 or LESS? Then please use GRAFFITI as your crime.
  
  (Please call 207-7273 if the Graffiti was on a Church, Cemetery or School).

- **LOST PROPERTY**: Did you lose your property (purse, laptop, cell phone, CD Player, ID Card, etc.), but have no reason to believe it was stolen? Please use the INFORMATION Report and select LOST PROPERTY as your title. If the Lost Property was a FIREARM, please do not use this Form - Please call SAPD at 207-7273.